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II - ALTITUDE, 35,000 FEET
By Robert J. Lubick and Adam E. Sobolewski
SUMMARY
A program was undertaken to determine the J73 turbojet engine com-
pressor stall and surge characteristics and combustor blow-out limits
encountered during transient engine operation. Data were obtained in
the form of oscillograph traces showing the time history of several
engine performance parameters with changes in engine fuel flow. The
data presented in this report are for step changes in fuel flow at an
altitude of 35,000 feet, at flight Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.8, and 1.2,
and at several engine-inlet temperatures,
INTRODUCTION
One phase of the altitude-performance investigation of the J73
turbojet engine conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory consisted in
determining the compressor stall and surge characteristics and the com-
bustor blow-out limits encountered during and immediately following
rapid changes in engine fuel flow.
The data were obtained on oscillograph traces which showed the time
history of several engine parameters following a change in fuel flow.
The preliminary data presented herein were obtained at an altitude of
35,000 feet, at flight Mach numbers of 0.3, 0,8, and 1®2, and at several
engine-inlet temperatures. Similar data are presented in preliminary
form in references 1 and 2 for altitudes of sea level, 15 1 000, and
45,000 feet at several flight Mach numbers.
The preliminary data.which appear in this report,& nsist of
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APPARATUS
Engine and Installation
The J73 turbojet engine used in this investigation has a thrust of
approximately 9000 pounds, a rated engine speed of 7950 rpm, and
an exhaust-gas temperature of 11850 F (1645 0 R)a The engine is normally
equipped with an hydraulic control system which wafj inoperative during
this phase of the investigations For these tests, the fuel system was
so modified that fuel flow was a function of fuel-valve position only.
Other engine components are a 12-stage axial-flow compressor with vari-
able inlet guide vanes, an annular-type combustor with 10-cannular-type
chambers, a two-stage axial-flow turbine, and a fixed-area exhaust
nozzle.
The engine was mounted in a 14-foot diameter altitude chamber. A
group of automatic throttle 'valves was incorporated at both inlet and
exhaust ends of the test chamber to provide control of simulated altitude
and ram-pressure ratio.
Instrumentation
The transient responses of the engine variables were recorded on
a multiple channel, direct-inking, magnetic motor oscillograph® The
oscillograph chart speed was 5 units per second.
The location of the measuring stations are shown in figure le The
sensing devices used for indicating variations in the performance
parameters are given in table I. Inasmuch as the total-pressure profile
at the engine inlet was flat, it was possible to select almost any total-
or static-pressure sensor to record on an oscillograph trace or its
corresponding calibration gage without introducing errors. In the case
of compressor-outlet total pressure, the sensor selected for both the
osoillograph and the calibration gage was approximately the average
total pressure at that station, as indicated from earlier steady-state
data, Appropriate correction factors were employed where necessary for
gage error and sensor location.
PROCEDURE
The oscillograph traces were calibrated by operating the engine
at several widely different engine operating points and recording the
corresponding pen deflections on the oscillograph trace. Fuel step
changes were introduced over a range of initial engine speeds at the
conditions shown in the following table:
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Altitude, Flight Mach Inlet guide Engine-inlet
ft number vane position temperature,
OF
35,000 0.3 Open 0, 35
.3 Closed -5
.8 Open -102 35, 160
.8 Closed 102 160
1.2 Open 35
1.2 Closed 35
The variable inlet guide vanes,. which normally moved from closed to
open position at an engine speed of 6800 rpm as speed was increased,
were maintained in a fixed closed or open position during all tran-
sients of this phase of the investigation.
The size of the fuel step change was increased until limited by
either compressor surge or combustor blow-out or until it was felt that
large steps in fuel flow would expose the engine to excessively high
temperature. Only the traces which were considered pertinent in deter-
mining an operating limit are presented. Thus, in general, at any given
initial engine speed two traces are shown. One gives the maximum step
change in fuel flow obtained without encountering compressor surge or
stall. The other gives the minimum step change in fuel flow which pro-
duced compressor surge or stall.
During the period of transient engine operation, both the engine-
inlet total pressure and the exhaust pressure varied from the initial
value. However, the engine operating limit usually occurred before the
engine-inlet total pressure or the exhaust pressure changed appreciably.
The time history of the behavior of the engine-inlet total pressure
during transient engine operation is shown on the oscillograph traces,
but the variation of exhaust pressure is not shown. In general, the
maximum increase in exhaust pressure was 7 percent of the initial value.
DISCUSSION.
The conditions for each oscillograph trace (figs. 2 to 152) pre-
sented herein are given in table II. On each set of oscillograph
traces the figure legend specifies the engine conditions at the
beginning of the change in fuel flow. Each trace is identified by a
label below which is given the calibration factor for the trace. As
indicated by the calibration factor, all traces are considered linear
except the fuel-flow trace which follows the square-law relation. On
each trace is shown the initial value of the engine variable. In the
case of fuel flow, one or more additional values are given. The arrows
on each figure indicate the direction in which the variable is
increasing.
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Caution should be used in applying the calibration factors to the
traces. Although the horizontal or time scale is linear, the vertical
scale on all traces is a circular arc. In obtaining the rate of change
of any variable or in calculating elapsed time, this curvature must be
considered.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, July 1, 1953
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Measured quantity Engine Steady-state Transient instrumentation
Sensor Range over whichstation instrumentation
frequency response
is essentially
flat, cps
Fuel flow - Rotameter Aneroid-type pressure sen- Undetermined
sor, with strain-gage
element, connected to
measure pressure drop
across variable orifice
in fuel line
Dynamic pressure 1 Bourdon-type gage Aneroid-type pressure sen- 0-10
at engine inlet sor with strain-gage At sea-level
element static
Engine-inlet 1 Bourdon-type gage Aneroid-type pressure sen- 0-10
total pressure sor with strain-gage At sea-level
element stat c
Compressor-outlet 2 Bourdon-type gage Aneroid-type pressure sen- 0-10
total pressure sor with strain-gage At sea-level
element static
Compensated 3 Five paralleled ther- Six paralleled 20-gage, 0-30
exhaust-gas mocouples connected chromel-alumel, butt- At sea-level
temperature to self-balancing welded thermocouples static when used
potentiometer and electric network to with properly
recorder compensate for thermo- adjusted compen-
cou le lag sator
Uncompensated 3 Five paralleled ther- Six paralleled 20-gage, 0-1
exhaust-gas mocouples connected chromel-alumel, butt- At sea-level
temperature to self-balancing welded thermocouples static
potentiometer
recorder
Engine speed - Chronometric tachom- Direct-current genera- 0-5
eter for with output pro-
portional to engine
speed
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Figure la ® Side view of turbojet engine installation showing stations at which instrumentation was installed.
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Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 85.4 oF/mm
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1 Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
J Calibration 0:135 in. Hg/mmn
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.641 in. Hg/mm
-
7igure 2
oscillosmph traces sboering variations & different WSJ pearamsters durlM a atepr
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Moab numbers 0.3, anger-inlet air
tore, -2 o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
XACA RM SE53F29	 CONFIDENTIAL	 '9
Compressor- outlet total pressure, in. Eg abs
i I	 I I
	 E — f-
Calibration 0.641 in. Hg/_
	
A
I	 I	 I 	.	 .	 .	 . 	 . 	 .
Figure 3
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, o.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, .2 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure #
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; Slight Mach numbe'°, 0.5; engine-inlet air tempera-
turc, 0 0 F; inlet guide vanes position ,  open.
CONFIDENTIAL
I Calibration 85.4 Cy/mm
-P F
T
TCalibration 71:4 rpm/_
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Dynamic^	 q ft
Trace inoperative
Time	 1 Sao —
Englne-inlet total pressure In. Hg she
Calibration 0.135 in	 --- 4-
fA	
_j 7 	 J
4 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg a
Figure 5
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 0 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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X Ab^^ .
0scillograph traces shoving variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
In fuel flow. Altitude ' 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 2 o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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13
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Trace inoperative
Time	 1 sec
FFEngine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs r
Calibration 0.135 in. Hg/IM
AT Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 85.4 OF/Mm
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Macb number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 20 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Fuel flow, lb/hr
	 3650
pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Trace inoperative
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.135 in. Hg/mm
7.6
gompressor-outlet total pressure ,  in. Hg abe
Calibration 0.641 in. Hg/mm
34.
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated) —
Calibration 85.4 oF)mm	 = -- —
550
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 71.4 rpm /mm
613	 -
Figure 8
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different englM parameters during a step-obange
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Ahoh number, 0.3 : engine-inlet air
tom, 0 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
CONFIDENTIAL
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 71.4 rpm^mm
l5NACA RM SE53F29	 CONFIDENTIAL
I Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Trace inoperative
Timej — 1 sec
I Engine-inlet total pressure in® Hg abs
Calibration 0.135 in. Rg mm
7.5
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.641 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 85.4 OF/=
Figure 9
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet,; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, S o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Engine-inlet total pressure
Calibration 0.135 in. Hg/mm
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Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg
Calibration 0.641 in. Hg/nm
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 85.4 of/mm
720
Figure 10
Oacillograph traces showing variations of` different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flaw, Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
,tune, 3 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
CONFIDENTIAL
-_^^,^—rte-ter—^
j Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg
1 n.,iti,,,..,+a,.., n CAI a., a,./
BACA RM SE53F29	
CONFIDENTIAL
	
17
.Dynamic pressure at engine inlet. lb/so ft abe.
Trace inoperative
Time 1 as 
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abe
	 _-
Calibration 0.135 in. Hg/mm
j	 Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
	 _ -
€	 Calibration 85.4 oFfmm
- --=7--i-^-_
I Engine speed, rpm
Figure 11
Oscillograph traces showing	 ti	 of different engine parameters during a step- cbange
in fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet, fligbt Macb nunber ., 0.3, e	 t air	 -
ture, 1 0
 F, inlet guide VWWB poltion, open.
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Dynamic pressure at _engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lbfaq ft)/—
Time 1­1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/mm
t
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 71 9F'/=
Figure 12
Oscillograpb tracda showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mob number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 380
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lbfi ft)/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration	 71	 OF/mm
f_
Oscillograph traces showing variations of
	 ins parameters duringBL 90
	
	f different
	 P 	 astep-change
in fuel flaw. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine»inlet air tempera-
ture, ago F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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4 Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb^sq ft abs
i Calibration 1.3yU (lb/.q ft)/mm
Time t1 sec --H
Engine-inlet_
 total pressure in. 11g abs
Calibration 0.-126 in. Bg/mm
-	
-_
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Eig abs
Calibration 0.647 in. Hg/mm
Figure 14
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step
-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 360 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 6.890 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Timels— 1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.260 in. Ed=
7.57
Figure 15
0scillograph traces shoving variations of different engine Parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3 ; ongine-inlet air
tore, 370
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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t Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abi
Calibration 6.890 (lb/sq ft)/mm
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.260 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature
	 OF
Affl680	 Trace ino rat 4e
Initial 481ue
t
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 103.5 rpm/mm
Figure 16
Oscillograpb traces sbowing variations of different engine parameters during .a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; fll&t Maeb number, 0.3 ; eng1w.inlet air temperas-.
tuns' 37 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (2b/sq ft)/mm
Time 10-1 see
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/zm
Figure 17
Oscillograph tkaces shaving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel Plow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 38 0
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
CONFIDENTIAL
t
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. IIg abs
Calibration 0.647 in. Fg/
CONFIDENTIAL	 NACA RM SE53F292
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3, engine-inlet air
tore, 380 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
CONFIDENTIAL
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. gg abs
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq'ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lb/aq ft)/mm
Time M-1 aso
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/mm
7.59
Figure 19
Oscillograph traces elbowing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 351000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-Inlet *air 'tempera-
ture, 37 0
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lb/ag ft)/mm
1 sac
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/mm
7.59
t
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.647 in. Hg/mm
Figure 20
Oscillograph, traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.39 engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 37 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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1
 Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 6.890 (lb/sq ft)/mm
-- Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs_
Calibration 0.260 in Hg/mm
7.74
Figum 21
0scillograpb tracesshowing varlatlawct dIfferent 	 tern during a etep-
,in, fuel flov. Altitude # 35,000	 ; fll4gbt Maab amber, 0.3E
	
t air
tore, 370 7; Inlet	 .
CONFIDENTIAL
.cl. "U v-gao vviuycrzavu,1-v, -r
Calibration 71 Or /tmn
28	 CONFIDENTIAL	 NACA RM SEE53F'29
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lb/sq ft)/mm
21.6
TimOl 1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs	 -
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/mm
VV1LjJi'tltltlVi"-VLlU 1.tlY UUUM1 JJiWDOl W1	 111. Ilg OUtl
Calibration 0.647 in. Hg/mm
Figure ZZ
Oacillograpb traces sbowing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
in fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Macb number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 38 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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	 2
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 6.890 (lb/sq ft)/mm
23.5
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg
Calibration 0.260 in. Hg/^=
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abe
Calibration 1.235 in. Hg/mm
36.6
tune
ce inoperative754_
Initial value
Figure 23
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step -change
in fuel floss. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 37 0
.
F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 24
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-ebange
 fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Nhpb a ber, 0.3; engine-inlet air
tore, 380
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 25
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude., 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3, engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 37 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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7igume 26
0scillograpb traces shoving variations ct different engine parameters during a step--change
in fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; fligbt Msob number, 0.31 6mg1me-inlet air tempera-
ture, 3'70 F; inlet guide vanes positimy open.
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Figure 27
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbangs
in Fuel Flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; Fligbt Mach number, 0.3; , engine-Inlet air tempera-
ture, 36 o F; inlet gWL4e Moss position, open.
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Figure 28
Oscillograph traces shoving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel Ploy. Altitude, 35,000 Peet; flight Inch number, 0,3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 36 o F; inlet guide vanes position, open®
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Figure 29
Oecillograpb traces shoving variations cr different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; fUgbt Mob number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 370 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 30
Oscillograpb traces shoring variatioe or different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3 ; engine-inlet air tempera -
ture, 370 F; inlet guide vases positions open.
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Figure 31
Oscillogcapb traces shoring mrjetione of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; fligbt Macb number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 36 O F; inlet guide Taws positiaty Open.
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Figure 32
Oscillograpb traces showing variaticne cf different eng
	 wring a step-obange
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Msob number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
tures 360 F; inlet guide v 	 position, open.
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Figure 33
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach ' 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 37 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 34
Oscillogcapb traces sbowing variations of different engine parameters during a step-ebange
in fuel flaw. Altitudes
 35,000 feet; f11gbt Ma6b number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 360 F; inlet guide vases poeittanp open,
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Figure 35
Oscillosrapb traces showing variations ar different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight  Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 360 F; inlet guide vanes position, open,
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Figure 36
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Macb number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
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Figure 37
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -6 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 38
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine pparameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35 :000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -5 o F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 39 
Oscillograph traces showin@; wriations of different engine parameters durin@; a s t e p - c h ~ e  
i n  fue l  flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; f l ight  mch number, 0.3; engine-inlet a i r  tempera- 
ture, -3 O F; in le t  guide vanes position, closed. 
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-	 Figure 40	 -
Oacillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -59 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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—	 Figure 41
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,OOOfeet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine -inlet air tempera-
ture, -3 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 42
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0,3; engine -inlet air tempera-
ture, -1 o F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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43
Oacillogral)b traces showing variations of different engine parameters daring a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000feet; flight Mach number, 0.3; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -1 0 F,- inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 44
osoillograpb traces showing Tariations of different engine Parameters during a step-change
in tfuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight VAcb number, 0_3; engins=inlet air tempera-
ture, -2 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 45
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-chang®
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,.000 feet; flight bzch number, 0:3; engino-inlet air tempera-
ture, -2 o F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 46
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude,35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-Inlet air tempera-
ture, -lCP F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 48
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine.parametere during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35.,000 feet; fligbt Macb number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture,-10- 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 49
0scillograph traces shaving variations of diffdrent engine parameters during a step- change
00in fuel flog. Altitude, 35,  feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine_ inlet air tempera-
ture, -8 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Eg abs
Calibration 1.460 in. Hg/33m _ ^ T
Figure 50
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet, flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -80 F9 inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure .51
Osciilograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude,35,000 feet: flight Mach number, O.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -6 o F; inlet guide vhnes position, open,
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Figure 52
Oscillograpb traces shoving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel Plow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; Plight Mach, number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -6 o F; inlet guide- vanes position, open.
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Figure 53
0scillograpb traces showing variations of , different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flay . Altitude,351 000 feet; flight Mach number, '0,8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -6 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, opeu.,
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0scillograph traces showing 'variations of different engine parameters during a step-cobangs
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 4,5 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -6 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open®
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Figure 55
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different'engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000: feet; flight Mach. number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -8 o F; inlet guide vanes. position, open..
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Figure 56
Oscillograph traces showing varilations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35;000 feet**p-^ fligbt' Mach number, 6.8 •, engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, .8, 0 :'g inlet guide vanes position, open®
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Figure 57
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mac)b number,: 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -9 b F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 58
oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, • 55 8 000 feet; flight Mach number, 008; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -1CP F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Oacillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine -inlet air tempera-
ture,-10 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 300 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 61
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8 • ; engine-inlet' air tempera-
ture, 28° F; ;Lnlet.guide vanes position, open-[
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Figure 63
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 300 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 64
Oscillcgfiapb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Inch number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 28 o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 65
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 280
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 66
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 300 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.095 (lb/sq ft)/mm
36.2
Time ^*_ - 1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.113 in. Hg/mm
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. IIg ab -
Calibration 1.14 in. Hg/mm	 —
51.3
Figure 67
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 300
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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12,40;
Fuel flaw, lb
34.
Dynamic pressure at engine - inlet, lb/sq ft
Calibration 1.095 (lb/sq ft)/mm
1 sec
11.04
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs'
Galibration 0,113 in. 118/_
j
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Ug aos
Calibration 1.14 in, Hg/mm	 -
Figure 68
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 30 o F; inlet guide vanes position, open..
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.095 (lb/sq h) /=
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Oal.ibra`tion _0:113 In. Hg/mm
Compress&-outlet total pressure., in. Hg abs
nA.lihrAMm 1_14 in_ Aa Am
Figure 69
Osoillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-.
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 30 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.,
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Fuel flow, lb/hr	 3850
limit
35.7
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet,
Calibration 1.095 (lb/aq ft)/mm
Engine-Inlet total pressure in. Hg abe
Calibration 0.113 in. Hg/mm
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1,14 in. Ag
6scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet a!x tempera-
ture; 30o
 F, inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Fuel flow, lb/hr
3750
1825
t Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft she
I Calibration 2.Q9 (lb/sq ft)/3m ►
1 sec
10.3
t1
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/
59
1 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg she
Calibration 1.245, in. Hg/mm
705th
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 101 rpm
Figure 71
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change.
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 38 0
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.09 (lb/sq ft)
1 sec
Engine-inlet tota1 pressure in. $g abs.
Calibration 0.12$ in. Hg/mm^
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. ITg abs
Calibration 1,?45 in. Eg/mm
lust-gas temperature,
(uncompensated)
Calibration 20.5oF
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 101 rJU/momNA
Figure to
Oscillograph traces shorting variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 55,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, SW F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft
Calibration 1.095 (lb/sq ft)/=
T7;ihe 10-1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.113 in. Hg/=
Figure 73
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbangel
Iin fuel flow® Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8 ; engine-inlet air tempera- I
tore, 30 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration	 in. Hg/mm
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/mm
j E=aust-gas temperature, vF
I (uncompensated)
—
Calibration 20.50F/mm
Figure 74
Oscillograpb traces showing variations'of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 39P F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Oacillograph
in fuel flow.
tune, 30 0 F;
Figure 75
traces showing . variations of different engine parameters during a step-change'
Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 76
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different.engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0,8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 30 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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g Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft she
T Calibration 2.09 (lb/sq 3t)/mm
1 sec
Zngine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs,
Calibration 0.128 in. Hamm
1 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.245 in. Hg/mm
+! Exhaust-gas temperature, "F (uncompensated)
1 Calibration 20.50F/ami
934
t
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 101 rpm[=
Figure 77
Oscillograpb traces showing.variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel floes. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach umber, 0.8; engine-inlet air . tempera-
ture, 39 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Fuel flow, lb
46.4
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.09 (lb/sc ft)/mm
Time fir- 1 sec
10..
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs .
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/_
1
 Exhaust-gas temperature, of	 =	 _
(uncompensated) 	 _	 _
Calibration 20.5ol-AM
944
7300
} Engine speed, rpm
I Calibration 101 rpm/mm
Figure 78
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera
ture, 390 F; inlet guide va4es position, open.
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4950
Fuel flow, lb/hr
48.5
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abed
Calibration 2.09 (lb /sq ft)/mm
Time ^.- 1 sec
y.
W - 10.68
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg aba
Calibration 0.128 in. H9Jmm	 -
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. lig abe__ - -
Calibration 1.245 in. Hg/MM
r
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (uncompensated)	 --
Calibration 20.5 0F/mm	 -
7240
1 Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 101 rpm/—
i
Figure 79
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in.fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture ) 380 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs'
Calibration 2.09 (lbjsq ft)/mm
Time }-r-
 1 sec -off
10.55
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs —
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/mm	 _
Compressor-outlet total pressure, -in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.245 in. Hg/mm
63.4_
Exhaust-gas temperature,	 (uncompensated)`!
Calibration 20.50F/mm
Figure 80
Oacillograph traces aborting variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel-flow. Altitude, 35,000 Peet; fligbt Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 390 F; inlet guide Vanes position,. open.
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P
1
c pressure at examine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
ation 2.09 fl-b/aa ftl/mm
Time— 1 sec
f
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/'
---
	
10.65 - — —_
=F^
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs EF-
Calibration 1.245 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (uncompensated)
Calibration 20.50F/—
- —
- - - _-- , -1 -,
Engine speed, rpm	 = --
Calibration 101 rpm/.
Figure 81
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-.inlet air tempera-
ture, 39 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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f
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft a
Calibration 2.09 (lb/.q ft)/mm
1 sec
10.58
4 Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Qalibration 0.128 in. Hg/mm_
	 --
t
FSbaust-gas temperatur8,
(compensated)
Calibration 20.5'F^___
1040
Figure 82
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35;000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 390 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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52.4'	 —	 - - - —
t
Dynamic pressure at
Calibration 2.09 (
1 --/ -3 - - ___
ft)^;;
1 sec
t
Engine-inlet, total pressure in. Irg abs_-
Calibration 0.128 in. Hg/mm	 __ ---
Figure 83
Oacillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow, Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 390 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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300 --	 -	 - - —	 - —
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft) ^mm
...
-
Time 1*-1 seo
-10.71 =
—
Engine-inlet total pressure, in. $g abe.
Calibration 0.047 in. ES/sma	 -
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. $g abs
Calibration 0.660 in. 3S/=
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NACA RM SE53F29 C O N F m I A L  
Calibration 0.047 in. 
- -".- - 
Oacillograph traoea showing variations of different engine parameters during a etep-change 
i n  fue l  flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet;  f l i gh t  Mach number, 0.8 ; engine-inlet a i r  tempera- 
ture, 150° F; -+let guide vanes position, open. 
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xhauat-gas temperature, .9 (mupensated) 
bration 72.8 ?F/m 
Oscillograph traces showing vax%atio& of different engine parameters during a step-ohawe 
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,OPO feet; flight MBch nlimber, 0.8; engine-inlet air t e r n -  
twe,  152O F; inlet guide vane6 poeition, open. 
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Figure 88
Oacillograph traces showing variationa of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1520 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.1
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Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters apring a aticp- "°" c
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-.
tore, 1520 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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535	 — -- — ---
	 -
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 67.2 rpm ^mm
	 =
:549
Figure 90
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change 	 t
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1619 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.``
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Figure 91
Oscillograpb traces shaming variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Macb_nmber, 0.8; engine-inlet air teapera-
ture, 1610 F; inlet guide vanes position ' open.
f
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Figure 92
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; , flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1610 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lbjsq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft)jmm
1 seo
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0,047 in. Hg/
Oscillograph traces shoring variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Pesch number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1619 F; inlet guide vans position, open.
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Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 67.2 rpmfmm
Figure 94
Oecillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,Ooo feet; flight Bach number, 0.8,,^ ins-inlet air -
ture, 1630 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Figure 95
^i Oscillograph trgces showing variations of different engim , parameters during a step.-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet, flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1630 F; inlet guide vanes position, open®
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4
4
 Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 72.8 oF/mm
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 67.2 rpm/mm
Figure 96
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 164o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Oscillograph traces shaving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude ' 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1650 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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} Dynamic pres_surA at engine inlet,, lb/sq ft she
1 Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Time y %---1 Boo
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.,047 in. ]g/
4
 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg aba -
Calibration 0.660 in. Hg/ffitt
Figure 98
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Inch number, 0:8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1650 J; inlet guide vanes position,. open.
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t
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Time 14-1 sec
10
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.047 in. Hg/mm
Figure 99
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1640 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at_engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft) )mm
Time 1e-1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0,:047 in. Hg/mm
i Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg she
I Calibration 0.622 in. Hg/mm
Exbaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated).
Calibration 72.8 OFlmm
Figure 100
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in Fuel flow*. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1640 F; inlet guide vanes position, open..
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/.q ft)/mm
Time k-1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.047 in. Hg/=
	 —
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs 	 =
Calibration 0.622 in. Hg/
Exbaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
Calibration 72.8 °F/mm
Figure 101
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1630 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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O'scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
tures
 1660 F; inlet guide vanes position, open,
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- -	 Calibration 72.8 OF mm -
_
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Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-changei07
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1660
 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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T 29.
4
 Dynamic pressure_at,engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Time I+-1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.047 in. 1Ig/mm
Compressor-outlet
total pressure, in.	 —	 - --_
Hg abs
Calibration 0.-622
in. Hg/mm
45.6
Figure 104
Oscillogfaph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 166 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, apen._
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Time 1-1 sec
♦ Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg ab
	 —_—_
` Calibration 0.047 in. 11g/mm
Compressor-outlet
total pressure, i
Hg abs
Calibration 0.622.
in. Hg/mm
	 =
Figure 105
Oacillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-abange
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 165 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic prepsure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.74 (lbjsq ft)/mm
1 sec
=10.73	 --
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.047 inn Hg/
Compressor-outlet
total pressure, in. _
Hg abs
Calibration 0.622 	 -
in. H9/mm.
1
Exhaust-gas temperature, of(compensated)
Calibration 72.8 9F/mm 
	
— — T,  	 ,
Figure 106
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine paremeters during a step-Change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Pesch number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1659 "F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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c pressure at
Trace inoperative
Time is - 1 sec
jt
Engine-inlet total pressure ,in. Hg aba
Calibration 0.153 in. Hg/mm
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.460 in. Hg/mm
I Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)c
Calibration 37 OF'/—
Figure 107
Osoillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Maoh.number, 0.8 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 17 ° F . inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs^
Calibration 0.153 in, Hg/mm,
j Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
I Calibration 1.460 in. Hg/nn
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Figure 108 - -+-
0scillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight 14sch number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, llf ° F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
t Fuel flow, lb/hr
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Figure 109
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 17 o F; inlet guide vanes position,. closed.
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Exbaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
Calibration 80 OF/mm
T	 I 4 ---- V --- 4-^
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg
Calibration 0.153 in. Hg/—
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Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs	
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- Calibration 1.460 in. ]^g/hm
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0scillograph t3%ces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
in fuel flow. Altitude) 35,000 feet; fligbt Macb. number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
tore, -2 O* F; Inlet guide Times position, closed.
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Figure 111	 F
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, -3 o F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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tFuel flow, lbAr	 V
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Engine speeds
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-
Calibration 68.3 rpm/mm
Figure 113
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitudes 35, 000feet; flight Mach numbers 0.8 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
tures 14 ° F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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E	 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.460 in. Hg/mm 	 T TT_
Pen
Exhaust-gas temperature,(compensated)
Calibration 37 of/mm
Oscirlograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in. fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
Lure, 14 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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t
t
Exbaust-ga a teigperature, OF (compensated) 	 ^_ I
Calibration 80 OFI=
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 68,-3 rpm/mm	 4=#
Figure
OscIllograph traces aboving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel floc. Altitude, 35.,000 feet; i'light Mach number, .08; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 11 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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at engine inlet
1 sec
10.7
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abe wf 
	
^-
Calibration 0.153 in. Hg/nm	 ^ } -
35.5
`Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.460 in. Hg/mm
^
oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step -change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8.;. engine- inlet air tempera-
Iture, 14 0 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.,
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Exhaust-gae temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration 80,oF/
paciaograpb traces sbowing eariat is of different engine VareMS020' titriog A WMIro-dbaW.
in fuel flow. Altitude, WAW feet; flight I&ob number, 0.8 , axigl	 lat Ait Asupit';'
- - 'Furs•, 9 0 F, inlet guide vanes position, closed.,
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at
Trace inoperative
Time 14-1 sec
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abal 
Calibration 0.153 in. Hg/nm
Oacillo$raph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel floc. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Maoh nunber, 0.6; ahgine -inlet air tempera-
ture, Sr 0 F;. inlet guide vanes poolt.im, closed.
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0scillograpb traces eboving variaticne cf different engine parameters during a step-obange
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; fligbt Mflob number' 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1670 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Figure 120
Oscillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Yacb number, F1.8; engine-inlet air t ra-
tune,167 0 E; inlet guide vanes poeitiaa, closed.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Calibration 2.74 (3.b/sq ft)/=
Time ^a—1 sec
T
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Eg abs
Calibration 0.123 in. Hg/mm
Figure 122
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-ohange
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35$ 000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air. tempera-
ture, 1630
 F; inlet guide Ines position, closed.
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Figure 123
0soillograph..traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
1n fuel flow. Altitude' 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1630 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed,.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft dbs
Calibration 1.430 (lb/sq ft)/mm
Time Rl sec
=10.
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abe
Calibration 0:123 in. lWmm
Figure 124
Oscill6grapm traces sbowing variation of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 359.000 feet; flight Iftch number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1640 F; inlet guide urines position, closed.
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"MOLT Calibration 1430 (lb/sq ft)/mm.	 e
N
'17.4
Time	 1 sec
A Engine-inlet total pressure in.. Hg Sba
I Calibration x.123 in. Eg*
Compressoroutlet total pressure, in. Hg aba
Calibration ,0AS22 in. Hg/mm
Erbaust-gas temperature, OF. (c	 ted)
Calibration 72.8 of/mm
0scillograpb traces •showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-obange
1n fuel flow. .Altitude, 35,000. feet; flight Ysaoh number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-Lure, 1640
 F; inlet guide vane position, closed.
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Dynamic' pressure at engine inlet, lb/sg ft abs
Calibration 1.430 (lb/sq ft)/mm'
Time 10--1 seo
-Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg al)s
Calibration 0.123 in. Hg/mm
Figure 126
Osaillograpb traces shoving Tariatioms of different enginepalmmtere during a step-obamp
An fuel flow. Altitude, 35,OMfeet; fllgbt Mmob number, 0.5;
	 iae-	 t air t	 na-
ture, 1630
 F; inlet Maids
	
positions, closed.
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! 
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.430 (lc/sq ft)/mm
1 sec
10.73	 -
W
Engines-inlet total pressure in, Hg abe
Calibration n_'i23 in. Ha/=
_-- AL Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
,TM 	 Calibration 72.8 oF'/mm
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 67.2 rpm/
;Figure 127
0scillograpb•traoes shoving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow, Altitude, 359000'feet; flight Macb number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 1630 F; inlet guide	 s' position, closed,
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft Abe E
Calibration 1.430 (lb/aq ft)/=,
Time )*-I seo
Engine-inlet total pressure in. $g abs
Calibration 0.123 in. Hg/"
Figure 128
Oecillograph traces shoring variations of different engine parameters during a steprab.
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; f]igbt Mob number, 0.8; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture,  1630
 F; inlet guide vanes poadtlon, closed.
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Figure 129
Oecillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters dulring a step-changein fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight•
 Mach number, 0.8; engiaerinlet air tempera
ture, 163 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg
Calibration. 5.720 in. Hg/mm
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n
n
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft.
Calibration 2.480 (lb/sq ft)/mm
28.2
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg
Calibration 0.263 in. Hg^=
1
Figure 130
Oscillograph traces sboving variations of different engine parameters during a step-ohang6
in fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight MAch number, 1.2; engiW-inlet air tempera-
tore, 320 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Calibration 2.480 (lb/sq ft)/mm,
1 sea
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.263 in. HR /M
17.
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 5:720 in. Ha/mm
Figure 131
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel floss. Altitude, 35.000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 320 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft aba
Calibration 2.480 (1b/sq ,ft)/
1 Sao
Engine-inlet total pressure in, E'g abe
Calibration 0.263 in. Hg/=
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in:. 8g abe
Calibration 5.720 in. Hg/mm
I=ausy-gas Lempera-5ure, -r' k uncompann t-Mj	 —	 - -
Calibration 43.5 ;mm
Engine speed, rpm	 —
Calibration 64.5 rpm/Mm
_ 6020
Figure 132
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters.during a 	 ab
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Maoh number, 1.2; engine.-inlet air tempera-
ture, 340 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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1
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
a.	 Calibration 1.390 in. IW=
Time F+-- 1 sec
F 
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration. 0.126 in. Hg/
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Ng abs -^^ —
t
t
Exbaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
Calibration 71 OF /=
Engine speeder --	 -
Calibration 67.2 rim/
Figure 133
Oscillograpb traces Moving variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
in fuel flaw. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach umber, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 420 F, inlet guide vanes posits Gil op ..
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}
Dynanic pressure at engine _inlet, lb/sq ft aba_^ -4
	 -
Calibration 2.480 (lb/.q ft)/mm
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs_ -
Calibration 0.263 in. Hg,A—mn
17.
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg
Calibration 5.720 in. Egfmm
65.5
Exhaust-gas temperature, °F (uncompensated)
El
Calibration 43.5 OFlmm
Figure 234
oacillograpb traces showing variations of . different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet, flight Mach number' 1..2, engine-inlet air tempera-
'ture, 340 F; inlet guide vanes position. open-1
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Fuel flow' lb/hr
1 sec
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs^
Calibration 1,390 in. Eg/mm
Engine-inlet total-pressure . in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/mm	 —	 —
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.295 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated)
Calibration '11 of/mm
Figure 135
0scillograph traces sh
	 tions ct different engine parameters during a step - change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mob number, 1.2; engine
-inlet air tempera-
ta-re, 42 ° F; inlet guide vines position, open.,
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55.2
Dynamic pressure atengine inlet
-
, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 2.- 480 (lb/sq ft)/mm
a _:Y
Time 	11
tMW I
Td Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.263 in. Hgl-M
TV_ J__
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs-
Calibration 5.720 'in. Hg/
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (unacmpeneated)
Calibration 43.5 o]FA.
oacillograpb traces showing variations of different engine Parameters during a wb"-cba,*a
in fuel flaw. Altitude, 35..000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2 i engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 350•F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
i
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft
Calibration 2.480 (lb/B(3 ft)/mm —
.1
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.26.3 in. Hg/
- — - -	
17.3 r	 ---
- 
	
-
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 350 F;•inlet guide vanes position, open.
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—ssoo
1 Fuelf low, l7/Ah,
1930
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
A Comvressor-outlet total pressure. in. Ha abs
Figure 138
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
tutee, 420 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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'7'4ro,
Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lb/.q ft)/mm
56.4
Time 1•-1 sec
16.89
t
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in Hg/
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.295 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (compensated) 
Calibration 71 oFImm
Figure 139
Oecillograpb traces shoving variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel floe. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine- inlet air tempera-
ture, 42o F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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f
Dynamic pressure at
Calibration 2.480
, inlet, lb/sq ft
ft)/mm
time	 1 se 0
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Ug abs Ev
Calibration 0,263 in. Hg/mm
444,_Pzz
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 5.720 in. Hg/mm
103.5
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (uncompensated)
Calibration 43.5 oPP/Mm
7470
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 64.5 rpm/m-
Figure 140,
oacillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step ­change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1 * 2; engine-inlet air tempara-
ture, 350 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Calibration 2.480 !lb/an fitl/.
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.263 in. Hg/M
15.92
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg
Calibration 5.720 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (Uncompensated)
j Calibration 43.5 07/=
t
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 64 .5 r]
Figure _141
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters daring a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2 ; engine-inlet air -tempera-
ture, 350 F; inlet guide vanes position, open.
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I Calibration 1.280 in. $
4 i Calibration 43.5 o Q
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Dynamic pressure at engine_ inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration , 1.340 (1b/sq ft)/mm
PV_^V 23.5
Time le-- 1 sec
17.80
Engine-inlet total,pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.054 in. Hg/mm
Engine speed, rpm	 -	 - -	 - -	 -
Calibration 64.5 rpm/mm
- -- -	 - - -
Figure 142
Oscillograph traces sbow1bg variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In duel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mscb . number, 1.2, engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 30o F9 inlet wide vanes position, closed.
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I	 Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abe
Calibration 1.340 (1b,sq ft)/mm
1 seo
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.136 in. Hg/mm
`g Compreseor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
1 Calibration 1.280 in. Hgjmm
l ip I
Exhaust-gas temperature, of (uncompensated)
Calibration 43.5 IF/mm
Engine speed, rpm	 -	 —
Calibration 64.5 rpm
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0scillograph traces Sbow1mg wwlatlmeof different evalft parameters during a otep-chaqp
in fuel floes. Altitude, 35,000 feet; , flIgbt Mnoh
	 , 1.2 ; engirib°inlet air temWra-
ture, 300 F, inlet	 m, closed.
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Dynamic presa=e
 at engine inlet, lb/sg ft abs_
Calibration !.340
.340 1b/sqft)IA%
1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.136 in. Hg*
Figure 144
0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-cbange
In fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000/feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine- inlet air tempera-
ture, 300 F; inlet guide vanes position,,closed.
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I j Dynamic pressure at engine inlet,,
 lb/sq ft abe
f Calibration 1.340 flb/sa ft.11. -
30.2
Tim	 1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. 8g abs_ - --
Calibration 0,136 in. Hg/=
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs _^^ T_
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (uncompensated)_ =	 -
Calibration 43.5 OF/hm
it Engine speed, rpm 	 - -
-	 -	 - -
Calibration 64.5 rpm/ - 	 -=- - -	 =-
6020:
0scillograph trades showing variations of different engine parameters during a step -change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
Vare,  290 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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tr
Dynamio pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs _
Calibration 1.340 (lb/sa ft)/mm
33.6
Time 
N 
1 seo
t
Engine-inlet total preae pre in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.136 in. gg/
17.0` _ _ _ -
53
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abe 	 =
Calibration 1.280. in: Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature,
Calibration 43.5 'F/mm
Engine speed, rpm
Calibration 64.5 rpm/=
__A
Figure 146
Oscillograph traoes shoving variations of different engine parameaers during a step-obange
in fuel flop. Altitude, 35,000 Peet; flight Mach number ' 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 300 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed.,
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlets lb sq ft abs - 	_
Calibration 1.340 (lb/sq ft)/m®.	 — _ -
Time	 1 sec
^—
16.96
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
_
Calibration 0.136 in_HR1mm --A=te=.,—_-_-N4- =—c_
-
61.6-
1
 Compressor-outlet total pressure, in Hg abs
Calibration 1.280 in. Hg/nm
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0scillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet, flight Mach number, 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 50o F, inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.390 (lb/sq ft)/mm
mime(+— 1 sec
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hg/m
0scillograpb traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
In fuel flow, Altitude, 85,000 feet; flight Mach number '
 1.2; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture, 4CP P; inlet Qxide T es'position, closed.
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Dynamic pressure at ^ins inlet, lb/eq ft abs,
6 Calibration 1.340 (M. ft—l/=
TimeE*– 1 seo
17.1
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Eg abe
Calibration 0.136 in. gg/
Calibration 1.280
Figure 149
Osoillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step -change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Maob number, 1.2 ; engine-inlet air tempera-
ture 309 F9 inlet guide vanes position, closed.
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Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs:
Calibration 1.295 in. Hg/m
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l6 Dynamic pressure at engine inlet, lb/sq ft abs_{ Calibration 1.390 (lb/sq ft)/mm
1 seo
1 Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.126 in. Hgfmm
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (compensated)
Calibration 71 OF/mm
Oscillograph traces showing variations of different engine parameters during a step-change
in fuel flow. Altitude, 35,000 Feet; flight Mach number, 1.2; engine'-inlet air tempera-
ture, 400
 F; inlet guide vanes position, closed,
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Fue l flow. lb 1h,
_V- 4­4­4 f
f—Wfw V 22
Dynamic pressure atengine inlet, lb/sq ft abs
Calibration 1.340 (lb/sq ft)/mm
1
f
Engine-inlet total pressure in. Hg abs
Calibration 0.136 in. Hg/mm
17.04--
=68.4
Compressor-outlet total pressure, in. Hg abs
Calibration 1.280 in. Hg/mm
Exhaust-gas temperature, OF (uncompensated)
9 UaIlDra l lon 110.0	 /MM	 ---
................... ------------- 9=
595
4 __4__ + --i-
P-4	 v
V-1-i-EX-A-A, k-A ' 7
7115--
. . .	 .
Engine speed, rpm
rA. idI —
Figure 151
08011109L-Pb traces show1mgvariation of different angine Pramaters during a step-obange
1n fuel flow. Altitudes. 35,D00 feet; rllgbt Z&ob number ., 1.2; engine-Inlet air tmpera-
twos 30P F; inlet gulde vanes posItIca, closed.
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